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you take an apple and it starts flying away…

you will just push with the little finger and it starts floating around

there is no gravity 

same way you cannot feel the weightless presence…

of this black hole that surrounds us

it has always been present

but you cannot see it because it is the inner sense of everything

it is so dark and black…

it is an invisible presence…

you cannot destroy it…

because it was never created in the first place…

it was always present…

it knows all…

because it is within everything that lives

it knows the rocks and the trees and the plants 

and the animals and the ocean

because it is present within everything that is living      

this force of life…of emptiness… 

is the very inner of the outer object that you are seeing

it is all powerful because we cannot kill it

your inner being in a condensed way is your very centre of life

what we call the hara

and it is far more condensed than normal energy

the hara in a human being is not the normal black hole floating in existence

it is a more mature form…a more dense form 

that point within your body…that is the black hole…the hara

when you go into meditation you fall into the dark night of the soul

you are falling…falling…falling…falling…falling…

and suddenly you fall into this black space…

you are lost in the unknown…

there is no matter there…

the absence of matter is creation itself

unmanifest in matter…

that is the black hole…

the black hole has always been present…

with no object…

it can enter any object…

it does not enter…

it is the very subjectivity of matter

to see the black hole in substance

you put the light 

and you are seeing the outer sense of bodiness

the inner sense is emptiness

all objects are infused…merged…

with a flowing power of the black hole

it is just like feathers

you cannot feel it

do you feel the gravity on you ?

you do not feel the gravity

the earth is spinning and moving around

sometimes you are on top of the earth

sometimes you are on the bottom of the earth

but you do not fall of the earth somehow

what is keeping you sticking to the earth ?

because the earth is turning around

and gravity is pulling you to the very centre

but you do not feel the gravity on the body

you can go to the moon…

and suddenly you will realise 

that there was gravity on earth

what will happen to you on the moon ?

your body will start floating…
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